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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

^ 1. A scrol]/ thrust bearing having a plurality of both-

en^^conical rollers rotatably held between a pair of parallel

bearing plates,

wherein " sai

conical bodies

coaxially, and t

the dimension (

plates is set in

2, The scro;

wherein said

conical roller ar

of the both conic

an arc section cori

the contact length

surfaces to the t

as small as possi

3. The scrol]

wherein the co

is processed by c

(i both-end conical rollers are composed of

having a pair of conical surfaces matched

e relation of the scroll swirl radius (R) and

between opposite tracks of the both bearing

a relation of 1 < H/R < 5.

thrust bearing of claim 1,

pair of conical surfaces of the both-end

bonded at the bottom, and the bonded bottom

al surfaces has a junction surface including

tinuous to the both conical surfaces, so that

in the generator direction of the both conical

ack on the both bearing plates is set to be

le,

thrust bearing of claim 1,

lical surface of the both-end conical roller

owning

,

4. The scroll thrust bearing of claim 3,

wherein the load appli/ed to the conical surfaces of the

both-end conical rollers/is set to be biased to the larger

diameter side of the conical surfaces.

5-;--—The—scrol l thrus t bea^^irn^—o.f cla im^JLr-

r
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vTh^ein a plurality 'o

oppositely bo the pair of bear

rollers are rotatabi^ held in t

and the pair of bearing'^^-^^ate

means in a relatively swirl

6. The scroll thrust be

wherein a clearance for

inside of the track pockets

of the both-end conical rol

7. The scroll thrust b

wherein said [Linking means is a pair of linking pins fixed

to the both bearing plates,

flange at the idading end.

relatively on th4 outer surf a

pin of each oppcjsite side b^

plates are held

tracking as the

track pockets are provided

ing plates, the both-end conical

le opposing pair of track pockets,

s are linked and held by linking

qg^state

.

ring of claim 5,

avoiding interference with the

s provided in the- bonded bottom

ers.

iaring of claim 5,

this linking pin has an engaging

and a swirl shaft , at the axial

direction base eild of the engaging flange, the engaging flange

of the linking pi|n of the botjh bearing plates swirls and slides

ce of the swirl shaft of the linking

aring pla.te, and the both bearing

in a relattvely rotatable state in the same

swirl circlle of the both-end conical rollers,

8, The scroll thrust bearing of claim 5,

wherein said linking means is composed of a linking pin fixed

to either one bearing plate of the both bearing plates, and a

linking recess disposed iiJ other bearing plate, corresponding

to the linking pin to be engaged with this linking pin, said

linking pin has a swirl shaft at its leading end, and an engaging
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flange at the axial direction base end side of this swirl shaft,

said linking recess has a swirl pin rotatably sliding on the

swirl shaft of the linking in itte inside, and an opening is formed

as a fastening flange of a smaller diameter than the outside

diameter of the engaging flangd of the linking pin, so that the

both bearing plates are held i

in the same tracking as the swir

roller

.

9. The scroJA thrust bear

a relatively rotatable state

circle of-- the both-end conical

:.ng of claim 5,

wherein said/ track pocket h^s an inner side of same inside

diameter as the /swirl circle od the both-end conical roller,

the inner sides of the opposing pair of track pockets are

disposed in an ^ccentric state by the portion of the radius of

the swirl circle of the both-end conical roller mutually in a

plane view, and the both-end conical rollers are guided and held

in- nearly elliptical holding holes formed by overlaying these

inner sides.

10. The scroll thrust

comprising:

a holder for positioning ar

rollers rotatably in a specif:.

rotation preventive mecha

bearing of claim 1, further

d holding the both-end conical

ed configuration, and

nism for preventing relative

rotation of the both bearing /plates

11. The scroll thrust bearing of claim 10,

wherein the both bearing plates are in a form of flat
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annular races, and the \confrenting flat planes of these races

are tracks for rollinglof the both-end conical rollers, said

holder is in a form of a\ holding plate of a flat annular shape

corresponding to the bearing plates, this holding plate is

provided with holding pockets for rotatably holding the

both-end conical rollei'

circumferential directio

at specific intervals in the

, and the both-end conical rollers

rotatably held in the holcing pockets of the holding plate are

allowed to roll on the traqk of one bearing plate at one conical

surface, while the other c|onical surface rolls on the track of

the other bearing plate.

bearing of claim 11,

cket of the holding plate is formed

g through both sides of the holding

ormed as a holding space having the

12, The scroll thrus

wherein the holding po

as a pocket hole penetratir

plate, this pocket hole is

inside diameter slightly larger than the maximum diameter of

the both-end conical rolle

a circular hole of a slight

diameter of the both-end c

13. The scroll thrust

:: in its inside, and its opening is

y smaller diameter than the maximum

onical roller,

bearing of claim 10,

wherein the outside diaiaeter of the junction surface of the

bonded bottom of the both-(md conical roller is set slightly

smaller than the maximum diaiieter of the both-end conical roller,

the holding pocket of the hDlding plate is formed as a pocket

hole penetrating through bo :h sides of the holding plate, this
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pocket hole is formed as a circular hole slightly larger than

the junction surface

and having a slight]

of the both-end co:iical roller

14, The scroll

wherein said ro

of the both-end conical roller in its inside,

y smaller diameter than the maximum diameter

thrust bearing of claim 10,

tation preventive mechanism is composed of

rolling balls rotatably held in the ball pockets of the holder.

and a pair of ball t

surfaces of the botl:

tracks have annular

so as to roll on, a

acks disposed oppositely to the confronting

bearing plates, the opposing pair of ball

ball tracks engaged with the rolling balls

d when the rolling balls roll and run on

the pair of ball traclis, the both bearing plates swirl relatively

in the same tracking ks the swirl circle of the both-end conical

rollers, and at leastt three sets of the rolling balls and pair

of ball tracks are dilsposed, so that relative rotation of the

both bearing plates ls prevented*

15, The scroll uhrust bearing of claim 10,

wherein said rotation preventive mechanism is composed of

a pair of swirl pins fixed oppositely to the both bearing plates,

and swirl holes penetrating through the holding plate, the swirl

holes are cylindrical Holes to be engaged with the opposing pair

of swirl pins slidablJy, the pair of swirl pins are guided

slidably on the cylindrical holes, and the both bearing plates

swirl relatively in thle same tracking as the swirl circle of

the both-end conical r Hers, and at least three sets of the
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pair of swirl pinsland swirl holes are disposed, so that relative

rotation of the bpth bearing plates is prevented,

16. The scrojil thrust bearing of claim 10,

wherein the both-end conical rollers are disposed between

the both bearing piates in one row or plural rows at specific

intervals in the circumferential direction.

17. The scroll thrust bearing of claim 1,

wherein the padlr of bearing plates are provided with a

plurality of track pickets oppositely, and the both-end conical

rollers are rotatably held in the opposing pair of track pockets,

and further swirl defiLning means for defining the relative swirl

radius of the pair or bearing plates, and plate linking means

for linking and holding the interval dimension of the pair of

bearing plates in a specified range are provided, so that the

pair of bearing planes are linked and held in a relatively

swirling state.

18. The scroll tlhrust bearing of claim 17,

wherein said swidl defining means is a pair of swirl pins

fixed individually to the both bearing plates, these swirl pins

have swirl shafts havimg mutually sliding cylindrical surfaces,

and the axial center! distance of the swirl shafts is set

according to the swirll radius of the both bearing plates.

19. The scroll tnrust bearing of claim 18,

wherein the pair op swirl pins are of identical structure,

and the radius of the awirl shaft of the both swirl pins is set
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at 1/2 of the swirl radius of the both bearing plates.

20, The scrol^ thrust bearing of claim 17,

wherein said plate linking means is a linking pin fixed in

either bearing plal|e of the both bearing plates, and engaged

plate, and the engaging structure of this

ler bearing plate is designed to prevent

with other bearing

linking pin and ot

separation of both bearing plates in the axial direction while

allowing relative

21. The scrol

flange provided at

engaging hole havin

in the other bearing

engaging flange ar

both bearing plates

always in the axia

swirl motion of th

22. The scrol

end conical roller

;3wirl motion of the both bearing plates,

thrust bearing of claim 20,

wherein the engaging structure of this linking pin and other

bearing plate is cpmposed of a disk-shaped outward engaging

the leading end of the linking pin, and an

g an annular inward engaging flange provided

plate, the shape and dimension of the inward

s set according to the swirl radius of the

, the linking pin is disposed in a eccentric

relation to the enjgaging hole, so that the outward engaging

flange and inward e:igaging flange may be engaged with each other

L direction, corresponding to the relative

e both bearing plates.

thrust bearing of claim 17,

wherein the trlack pocket has a cylindrical inner surface

of the same inside diameter as the swirl circle of the both-end

conical roller, anjd a flat track surface on which the both-

roll, the both-end conical rollers held in

1
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a pair of track pocket

are allowed to roll on the track of one track pocket at one

conical surface, whi] e the other conical surface rolls on the

track of the other track pocket, the opposing pair of track

pockets are disposed

the radius of the swi

mutually, and the bot:

in nearly elliptical

inner sides.

23. The scfroll t

s confronting the pair of bearing plates

in an eccentric state by the portion of

rl circle of the both-end conical roller

-end conical rollers are guided and held

lolding holes formed by overlaying these

\rust bearing of claim 1,

("^wherein thfe pair of bearing plates have positioning parts

to be engaged vvJith the fixed side or swirl side positioning part

of the device/swirl unit to be assembled in.

i3
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